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StephenGrossberg,Ennio Mingolla, and William D. Ross
Visual searchdataare given a unified quantitative explanation by a model of how spatialmaps in the
parietal cortex and object recognition categories in the inferotemporal cortex deploy attentional
resourcesas they reciprocally interact with visual representationsin the prestriate cortex. The model
visual representationsare organized into multiple boundary and surface representations. Visual
search in the model is initiated by organizing multiple items that lie within a given boundary or
surface representation into a candidate searchgrouping. These items are compared with object
recognition categoriesto test for matches or mismatches.Mismatches can trigger deepersearches
and recursiveselection of new groupings until a target object is identified. The model provides an
alternative to Feature Integration and Guided Searchmodels.

Section1. Introduction: Attentive Spatial and Object
Searchof Three-Dimensional (3-D) Boundaries and
Surfaces
In recent psychophysicalexperiments on visual search(Nakayama& Silverman, 1986; Pashler,1987; Treisman& Gelade,
1980; Wolfe, Cave,& Franzel, 1989),a target item is predefined,
either verbally or by visual exposure, and an observeris required to determine whetherit is presentin a scenethat includes
distractor items. Responsetimes for sceneswith various numbers of items can then be compared to determine whether
searchis accomplished by parallel processingof the entire visual field or by serial investigation of eachitem (Figure I). The
alternativesof parallel processingand serialsearchamongitems
or locations are not, however,exhaustive. Although discrete
targetand distractor items can be arbitrarily defined in the construction of test scenes,it does not follow that each item will
preattentivelygive rise to a distinct perceptual object or region
for further analysis. Typical laboratory-generateditems (e.g.,
colored bars, Xs,and Os) bear little resemblanceto the scenic
objects that draw attention during naturally occurring tasks.
Indeed,suchitems may occur as part of textures, in which they
are grouped with other items into emergentperceptual objects
(Figure 2), in accord with the suggestionthat effortlesstexture
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segregationand pop-out during visual searchreflect the same
underlying processes(Julesz, 1984). Wolfe (1992) has challengedthe claim of unified processing by showing that certain
juxtapositions of features in conjunctive items Can support
effortlesstexture segregationbut not-rapid visual searchor,conversely,rapid search but not texture segregation.This article
developsa neurally basedcomputational model of how contextsensitive emergent units, including textural groupings, are integratedinto the searchprocess.
Growing experimental evidence supports the view that the
perceptual units that engagevisual attention during searchare
emergentunits that are the outcome of considerablepreattentive visual processingrather than merely the outputs of early
filters (Bravo & Blake, 1990; Enns & Rensink, 1990;He & Nakayama, 1992; Humphreys, Quinlan, & Riddoch, 1989).These
processesinclude the formation of 3-D emergentboundary segmentations that combine information about scenic edges,texture, shading,and depth, and the filling-in of surface representations that combine information about surface brightness,
color, depth, and form. A neurally based theory of how such
emergentboundary and surface representationsare formed in
striate and extrastriate cortex is called FACADE theory because
it suggestshow representationsthat combine Form-And-ColorAnd-DEpth information are generatedwithin the visual cortex
(Grossberg,1987a, 1987b, 1994; Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985,
1987; Grossberg, Mingolla, & Todorovic, 1989; Grossberg &
Todorovic, 1988). Our model follows up the observation in
Grossberg (1987a) that 3-D boundary segmentationand surface representationsare the inputs to an attentive visual object
recognition systemwith which they reciprocally interact during
visualsearch.The presentalgorithm usesFACADE-like boundaryand surface representationsas its "front end" and suggests
howspatial attention mechanismsin the parietal cortex and object recognition categoriesin the inferotempora1 cortex maydeploy attentiona1 resources to reciprocally interact with 3-D
boundary and surface representations in the prestriate visual
cortex. Theseinteractions can modulate and reorganizeperceptual units after they are preattentive1yformed. We suggest,
therefore, that mechanisms.of preattentive boundary segmentation and surface filling-in, including preattentive mechanisms
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Fig/Ire 1. Searchscenes:(a) The target (black X) is distinguishable by
a singlefeature (the form X). Responsetime is fast and does not vary
with the number of distractor items. (b) The target is distinguishable
only by the conjunction of two features(the form X and the color black).

of figure-ground pop-out, help to define the perceptual units
that attentive spatial and object recognition mechanismscan
further modulate and reorganizeduring visual search.
This interaction may be modeled as an attentively organized
searchthat may be recursivelyapplied to emergentgroupings
that may contain multiple items. For targetsdefined by a conjunction of color and form (Figure lb), searchcould proceedas
a two-step recursive process(Figure 3). Initially, a multi-item
grouping defined by a single target feature, suchas color,would
be separatedin parallel from the rest of the scene.Next, spatial
registration of the other target feature within that multi-item
candidategrouping would guide target search. For appropriate
parameter ranges,this two-step recursive processwould yield
fast searchtimes that within an item = object paradigm would
be interpreted asevidencefor simultaneous or parallel processing of feature conjunctions. Our theory therebyseeksto explain
how seemingly minor experimental manipulations, such as
variations in item spacing,can differentially modulate identical
underlying processesin a manner that makes those processes
appear at times serialand at times parallel.

Section2. A Review of PsychophysicalStudiesand
Models of Visual Search
If searchwere to be conducted by retinotopic setsof specialized object detectors,a different detector for every ecological
object in eachpossiblevisual position would berequired. Given
the many thousands of objects that one encountersdaily, this
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Multi-Item segmentations

Figtl'e 2. Whereas search items can be arbitrarily defined, camouflaged, and partially occluded, environmental objects automatically
yield multi-item perceptualsegmentations.
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(b)

Figure 3. Illustration of search by recursive grouping: (a) Initially, a
region of target color that includes many items is separated as a candidate region for target presence. (b) Next, this region is searched for target
form. Thus, fast search times can be achieved without parallel processing of feature conjunctions.

arrangementwould result in a paralyzing combinatorial explosion (Tsotsos,1990). It is fortunate that ecologicalobjects can
be distinguished on the basisof variation in a much smaller set
of boundary and surfaceproperties. There is now accumulating
experimentalevidenceconcerning how suchproperties are represented by the visual cortex in interactive, retinotopic neural
maps(DeYoe& van Essen,1988).Overthe past severaldecades,
much researchconcerning visual searchhas also beendevoted
to discoveringhow thesevisual representationsinteract with the
attentive processeswhereby they are detected and bound into
visual objects. This sectionreviews and evaluateskey data and
hypothesesabout howthis processmay occur.

Parallel Search/or Stimulus Features
Early psychophysical experiments using tachistoscope displays establishedthat in a field of simple items (e.g., oriented
lines, curves, Xs, or Os, of various colors) a disjunctive target,
distinguished from distractors by a single stimulus feature (e.g.,
orientation or color), could be detected by parallel processingof
the scene(Treisman & Gelade, 1980). That is, regardlessof the
number of distractors, a correct decision on whetherthe target
is presentin the scenecan be made in approximately the same
amount of time (Figure la). By contrast, it was found that a
target distinguished only by a conjunction of certain features
demandsan effortful searchfor which detection time increases
linearly with the number of distractors (Figure I b). With increasesin the number of distractors. the averageamount of time
needed to recognize the absenceof a target increasesat twice
the rate as the averageamount of time neededto recognizethe
presenceof a target. This would occur if a serial search took
place because,on average,the presenceof a target is detected
after investigation of about half of the items in the display,
whereas certainty of absencerequires investigation of all the
items.
These early results suggestedthat searchcould at times be
accomplished by parallel registration of elementary stimulus
features. If parallel registration failed to discern the target,
searchcould proceed by a serialprocessthat links or binds feature conjunctions for recognition. This rule was embodied in
the original versionof a theory of visual searchcalled Feature
Integration Theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). This theory
predicts serial searchfor conjunctive targetsand parallel search
for disjunctive targets.
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Parallel Conjunctive Search
The paradigms used in early studiesinvolved .simple formcolor items. Later work showed that targetsdistinguishable by
the conjunction of depth (binocular disparity) and color or
depth and motion (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986)and even
motion and color could be detected at a rate independentof the
number of distractors. One hypothesis offered by Nakayama
and Silverman was that when a particular depth plane can be
segregatedfrom the restof a sceneit can be quickly searchedfor
the presenceof another feature. These findings contradict the
conclusion that fast searchcan only be conducted for features.
The results of Wolfe et al. (1989) directly challengedthe interpretation of early findi~gs concerning parallel versusserial
search. They reported that searchesfor form-color conjunctive
targets can occur in parallel provided that feature salienceis
great enough. By using cathode ray tube (CRT) displays, they
showed that whereas at low color contrasts a red vertical bar
among red horizontals and greenverticals cannot be found by
parallel processing,an increase in item-item and item-background color contrasts in otherwise identical scenescan result
in a seemingly parallel search. They in fact reported a continuum of flat to steepslopesresulting from varying saliencyfactors (Wolfe et al., 1989). This work led to the hypothesis that
parallel conjunctive searchis a normal capability that is hindered by a lowsignal-to-noiseratio.
Wolfe et al.'s (1989) hypothesisis designedto address"a curious characteristic of the standard feature integration model
[which] is that the model holds that the parallel and serial processesare autonomous.The serial processcannot useinformation collected by the parallel process" (Wolfe et al:, 1989,p.
427). They suggestedthat if feature saliency is strong enough,
parallel processescan distinguish regions of a scene worth
searching and pass that information on to the serial search
mechanism. In a conjunctive search, the intersection of
multiple regions, each distinguished by a different target feature, could unambiguously specifythe target asthe item most
worth searching.This model has been named Guided Search
becauseit postulatesthat information from two or more retinotopically registered feature dimensions is combined to guide
item selection.This hypothesisis supported by data on search
for triple conjunctive targets that differ from each distractor in
two out of three features. Searchtimes in thesescenesincrease
more gradually with the number-of distractors than search
times in simple conjunctive scenes.

RevisingFeatureIntegrationTheory
In responseto recent data and the Guided Search model,
Treisman and Sato(1990) have propos~d an updated feature
integration hypothesis.Specifically,they haveintroduced a feature inhibition mechanism by which the simultaneous inhibition of all distractor featurescan yield fastconjunctive searches.
T\1is version of the theory is similar to Guided Search,except
that inhibition of nontarget features rather than activation of
target features is the mechanism by which item locations are

rated.
Both Guided Searchand the revisedFeature Integration theories must account for the serial searchesseenin the multitude
of early experimentsas the failure of the parallel conjunctive

searchmechanismsbecauseof a low signal-to-noiseratio. However,the early physical stimuli that consistedof tachistoscopically displayedpainted scenecards representmore ecologically
realistic stimuli than do CRT displays. Phosphordisplays emit
rather than reflect light and therefore they do not support an
unambiguous surface interpretation. Moreover, they can be
used to generatescenesof bright saturated colors that exceed
the surface color contrast rangestypically seenon reflecting environmental surfaces (Arend, 1991). It is possible that the increasesin stimulus saliency by the useof CRT displays may result in qualitative changesin the organizationof the perceptual
scenethat are best explained by a theory concerned with how
grouping processesorganizea visual search.
The possibility that feature integration could be augmented
by grouping processeswas noted by Treisman (1982, 1985).
Treismanand Sato (1990) further discussedthe possibility that
conjunctive searchescould be facilitated by the segregationof
scenesinto item groupingsbasedon a single targetfeature. They
suggestedthat thesegroups could then be treated as units, reducing the number of investigations required to determine
targetpresence.Subjectsare often awareof global shapescomposedby items sharing a single feature. In Treisman and Sato's
Experiment I, subjects were, on some blocks of trials, askedto
searchfor a target and, on some other blocks of trials using the
same stimuli, askedto match the shapeof multi-item regions
formed by similarity on somefeatural dimensionto luminancedefinedstandards.A strong positive correlation (.92) was found
between reaction time for same/different judgments on the
shape-matchingtask and time for conjunctive search(Figure 4).
The shapetask is evidently mediated by grouping mechanisms.
Treismanand Sato (1990) concluded that there must be "some
shared factor determining the efficiency of segregationand
global matching and the speed of search for a conjunctive
target" (p. 464). They did not, however,specify how the segregation of multi-item groupings might be quantified and integrated into the original theory. Instead, they focused on the feature inhibition hypothesis,citing data that suggestedadditivity
offeature effects.An explanationof thesedata asa consequence~
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Figure 4. Thin lines stand for red and thick for green; the target is a
greetlline sloping down from left to right. In separatetrials, Treisman
and Sato (1990) askedsubjectsto determine match or mismatch of the
shapedefined by, for example, greenitems in (a) with a luminance defined shapesuch as the L of (b)..Subjects matched global shapeswith
errors of 6% or less.They found a strong correlation (.92) betweenease
of segregationand global matching and the speedof conjunctive search
and concluded that someshared factor determines the easeof segregation and conjunctive search. From "C~njunction SearchRevisited" by
A. Treisman and S. Sato, 1990, Journal ofExperimental P.lychology:
Human PerceptionandPerforma/!ce.16,p. 463. Copyright 1990 by the
American PsychologicalAssociation. Adapted by permission of the authors.
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rather than a contradic.tion of the interaction of grouping and
searchare addressedin a subsequentsection of this article.
Another theory that includes a provision for the effects of
grouping on searchis that of Bundesen(1990). The provisions
are ancillary, however,rather than fundamental,to a theory that
is primarily a computational analysisof constraints on filtering
and categorization of item featural dimensions. Becausethe
Bundesen(1990) model includes a provision that "groups [of
items] compete for attention on a par with those individuals
that make up the groups" (p. 536), and search efficiency is
affected by group or item saliency,the theory can account for
data such as those of Mordkoff, Yantis, and Egeth (1990), in
which the minimal responsetime in conjunctive sceneswith
two targetsis fasterthan of sceneswith one target. Our theory's
analysisof the Mordkoff et al. (1990) data appearslater in this
article. Bundesen(1990) also assumed,however,that "by being
embedded in a group, an individual suffersa generalloss in eta
values" (p. 536),where "1/(x,i)is the strengthof the sensoryevidence that element x belong to category i" (p. 524). The assumption is opposite in effect to what we argue is the consequenceof grouping of targetand nontargetitems.
Duncan and Humphreys (1989) have presenteda theory of
visual searchbased on grouping that is much closer in spirit
than the Bundesen(1990) model is to our own. Their theory
includes an elegantanalysisof how similarity and disimilarity
of targetsand nontargetsaffectsresponsetimes in visual search.
Perceptualgrouping can speed up rejection of clustersof nontargetsby "spreading suppression,"a processwhich is related
to, though mechanisticallyand functionally distinct from, our
own analysis of grouping effects. In addition, as with Bundesen's theory, a key divergenceof the Duncan and Humphreys
model from our own concernsthe treatment 9f groups containing both target and distractor items. Although they argue that
"selection will be enhanced by ...decreasing grouping betweentarget and nontarget" (p. 450), our own approach admits
for either facilitation or interference with efficient search
through suchgroupings. Although similarity of targetsand distractors across all feature dimensions can act to camouflagea
target, a grouping of, for example, a single target with several
distractors by their value on one featural dimension (e.g.,color)
may be immediately reorganized into two subgroups on another, sufficiently salient dimension (e.g., orientation). One of
the subgroups will then contain only distractors, which can
therebybe rapidly rejected,and the other subgroupwill contain
only the singletontarget.
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Figure 5. Organizing items into coherent shapes(e.g.,a ring) speeds
search.Finding aninverted T in scenessuchas (a)is fasterthan in scenes
suchas (b), with equalnumbers of items. From "Grouping Processesin
Visual Search: EffectsWith Single-and Combined-Feature Targets" by
G. W. Humphreys, P. T. Quinlan, and M. J. Riddoch, 1989,Journal of
Experimental Psychology:General. 118. p. 261. Copyright 1989by the
American PsychologicalAssociation. Adapted by permission of the authors.

cated on more general visual processeswhich are crucial for
object recognition" (Humphreys et al., 1989,p. 278).
Bravo and Blake (1990) dissociated items from features by
demonstrating that searchfor orientation defined by a group of
items yielded fast ti~es that were largely independent of the
number of oriented groups (Figure 6). This experiment makes
clear that perceptualfeatures maybe more complexthan experimenter-defineditems; indeed,features may be better viewed as
outputs rather than inputs of segmentation processes.Bravo
and Blake (1990)quoted Neisser(1967) asfollows: "[T]he units
of preattentive vision are not local features but objects produced by perceptual grouping" (Bravo & Blake, 1990,p. 522).

ParallelSearchforSurfaceProperties
More recent researchhas suggestedthat parallel processing
can accomplish searchfor more than just elementary stimulus
features.Enns and Rensink (1990)reported that parallel search

Multi-Item Grouping in Search
Results of many recent experiments support the hypothesis
that multi-item boundary and surfacerepreSentationsinfluence
visual search. Humphreys et aI. (1989) used Tsamong upsidedown Ts,and reported that searchwas greatly facilitated when
the items werearrangedto form a coherentglobal shape(Figure
5). They concluded that when multiple items can be organized
into a familiar shapethey can betreated as a whole. Otherwise,
each item must be investigated separately. In the authors'
words, "visual search cannot be understood independentlyof
the processesmediating grouping and segmentation.The processesthat we bring to bear in simple searchtasks seempredi-

Figure 6. Parallel searchescan occur for features defined by multiitem segmentations(i.e., diagonallyoriented regions of vertical line segments). Bravo and Blake (1990)argued that perceptual groupings, not
local features,are the units of pre attentive vision. From "Preattentive
Vision and PerceptualGroups" by M. Bravo and R. Blake, 1990,Perception. 19. p. 517, Figure la. Copyright 1990 by Pion Limited, London. Adapted by permission.
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Figl/re 7. The perception of scene-basedproperties like direction-oflighting or surface color can guide search.In (a) the cubewhose darkest
face is on top "pops out," though the control in (b) does not. Searchis
efficient whenitems (polygons)can beorganizedinto multi-item objects
of a lighted scene.From "lnfluence of Scene-Based
Properties on Visual
Search" by J. T. Enns and R. A. Rensink, 1990,Science. 247, p. 722.
Copyright 1990 by the American Association for the Advancement of
Science.Adapted by permission.

can be conducted on the basis of properties such as surface
color. Using 3-D shapesfor items, they demonstrated that fast
searchfor surface properties can result from the perception of
direction of scenic lighting (Figure 7). Ramachandran (1988)
has shown that the emergentperceptual organization of depth
(disparity) that may take secondsto developcan form the basis
for fast searchfor targetsof a particular depth. Even more indicative of the importance of surfaceproperties are recentstudies indicating that shapefrom shading or shadowscan form the
basis for parallel search(Aks & Enns, 1992; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992).Thesenew data suggestthat parallel detection
may operate at multiple levels of the perceptual hierarchy. Although elementary stimulus features may support fast search,
so can surface properties, such assurface color, shading,shadows,or depth.
He and Nakayama (1992)have shown how 3-D surface properties involved in figure-ground separation can influence
search.In their experiments,searchwas for Ls amongbackward
Ls. The items weredisplayed stereoscopicallyand givenrelative
depth by comparisonto adjacentsquaresof contrasting color. If
the items were displayedto appear in front of the squares,then
searchwas relativelyfast. If, instead,the items were displayedto
appearbehind the squaresso that they could indicate occluded
squaresrather than Ls, search~as difficult (Figure 8). The perception of an array of occluded squares was immediate and
hard to ignore. This experiment demonstratesthat 3-D surface

representationsand figure-ground separationproperties input
to the searchprocessand are at least partially buffered against
top-downinfluence. It is clear that searchdoes not occur across
sCeniclocations independentof grouping. Nor can the specification of arbitrary target items be expectedto define the emergentsurfaceorganization. He and Nakayama (1992)concluded
that "visual searchhas little or no accessto the processinglevel
of feature extraction but must have as an input a higher level
processof surfacerepresentation" (p. 231).
In contrast, both the Feature Integration model with feature
inhibition and the Guided Searchmodel aSsumethat somehowthe
mechanismsof searchcompute high targetlikelihood in the
intersection of the sets of items that are similar to the targetalong
single featural dimensions. For thesemodels,a source of
error and therefore of steepslopesin plotting responsetime asa
function of nuni ber of distractorsis the high evaluationof items
in the union rather than the intersection of thesesets. It may be
that candidategroupings can be ordered by such calculations.
However,the data reviewedhere show that items are not alwaysseparated
before search. In fact, it is often when items easily
form multi-item groupings that searchis easiest.

Parallel Recognition
RevisedFeature Integration Theory (Treisman & Sato, 1990)and
Guided Searchand Guided Search 2.0 (Wolfe, in press;
Wolfe, et al., 1989)explain searchasthe result of the interactionof
parallel and seri!ll mechanisms.In both models,conjunctive
recognition can only operate on retinotopic input from the fea-ture
and property arrays at single-item locations. Thus, although the models differ in their parallel mechanisms, theyshare
the property that the problem of binding togetherinformation from multiple featuraldimensions is solved by a serialmechanism.
Another line of researchhaspursued the hypothesisthat under restricted conditions binding can be accomplished formultiple
items at the sametime. Severalresearchershave pro-posed
that all visual searchesare parallel but that there is a lim-ited
parallel processingcapacity that is easilyexceededin scenes
with many items. Pashler (1987) has proposed that parallel
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Figllre 8. Surface organization affects search speed. The forward
white L is found more readily in (a) than in (b), where forward and
backward Lslook like occludedsquares.From "Surface Featuresin VisualSearch" by Z. J. He and K. Nakayama, 1992, Nature, 359,p. 231.
Copyright 1992 Macmillan MagazinesLimited. Adapted by permission.

Figure 9. The fastest searchtimes for sparsescenescontaining two
targets(e.g.,bold X) in (a) are fasterthan for sceneswith a single target,
as in (b), violating ~y model Postulating a serial searchamong items.
This suggestst!1atmulti-item grouping controls recursivesearch. From
"Dividing Attention BetweenColor and Shape: Evidence ofCoactivation" by J. T. Mordkoffand S. Yantis, 1993,Perceptionand Psychophysics, 53, p. 361. Copyright 199~ by the Psychonomic Society, Inc.
Adapted by permission.
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binding of form and color has a maximum capacity of eight

items.
This observation finds support in recent researchshowing
that in six-elementdisplaysof colored Xs, Os,and Is,the fastest
responseto scenesincluding multiple targets (e.g.,two red Xs
instead of one) is faster than the fastestresponseto scenesincluding single targets (Figure 9; Mordkoff et al., 1990). These
data are a striking contradiction of the serial binding hypothesis, which predicts that the fastestresponsesto scenesshould
not vary with the number of targets. That is, whereasa serial
searchamong items would yield a greaternumber of fast search
times for double-targetscenes,asopposedto single-item scenes,
the fastestsearchtimes for eachscenetype would be expected
to be equivalentbecausethe fastestpossibleresponsewould correspondto felicitously choosinga target item first, regardlessof
whether one or two targetsappeared. The results suggest,instead,that multiple items are evaluatedsimultaneouslyand that
greaterevidence for target presenceis combined across items,
suppOrtingfasterrecognition.
Further support for the simultaneous evaluation of multiple
items comes from recent data on monkey visual search(Chelazzi, Miller, Duncan, & Desimone, 1993). Monkeys were presented with scenesincluding a randomly located target shape
and up to four distractor shapes.They were rewarded for foveating the target shape.During the task, inferotemporal (IT)
cells that had previously beenfound to respondselectivelyto the
target or to the distractor shapeswere continuously monitored.
Initially, IT cells responsiveto both targetand distractor shapes
fired as if a multi-item group was being attended. Just before a
saccadeto the target item, the firing rate for the IT cells selectively responsiveto the distractor shapedecreasedto the baseline level.These data are inconsistent with theories that require
serial deployment of attention acrossitems. Instead, they suggest that search occurs by a recursive narrowing of attention
within multi-item groups.
In other research,conjunctive searcheshavebeenfound to be
easierin scenesof well-separateditems than in scenesin which
items are clumped together (Cohen & Ivry, 1991). These authors hypothesized that coarse location binding can occur in
parallel acrossa scene.However,as we show quantitatively, the
distance betweenscenic items can be an important factor influencing the spatial segregationof item groups for reasons
other than resolution. This occurs, for example, when segmentation processesgenerate qualitatively different groupings, or
different numbers of groups,as item spacingis varied.

Section3. WhatAre the Perceptual
Units of Search?
We cl~im that multi-item boundary and surface groupings
not only influence visual searchbut are, in fact, the perceptual
representationson which the searchprocessis based.In certain
experimental paradigms, single experimenter-defined items
may be the only functional "groups." More generally,however,
the identification of a grouping that includes multiple items
speedssearchby reducing the total number of candidate visual
regions (N) that have to be serially investigated. Factors that
influence boundary and surface grouping-such as featural
contrasts, item spacing, and spatial arrangement-alter N,
yielding variations in searchtime.
Our argumenthas until now emphasizedthe usefulnessof the
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multi-item grouping hypothesis in giving unified explanation
to a wide range of psychophysicalsearch data. However,this
hypothesisis also compatible with key functional demandsthat
constrainedthe evolution and developmentof the visual system.
Even without the benefit of a priori knowledge,the visual system must be able to segmentecologicalobjects whose detection
and recognition is necessaryfor survival. Segmentationmechanisms must therefore be equipped to deal with the environmental objects and scenicconditions that are typically encountered
(Figure 2). Mottled surface coloration, natural animal camouflage,and partial object occlusion are all obstaclesto the perception of ecologicalobjects becausethey result in featural discontinuities that do not signal object boundaries. Successful
segmentationdemandsmechanismsthat can group similar featural regiqns that are spatially separatedand segregatewhole
areas including these regions. In experimental scenes,these
same mechanisms may encouragethe segmentationof regions
that group together what the experimenter considersto be distinct items. Individual items may, in fact, often be treated as
textures or surface groupings by a system that has evolved to
understandnaturally occurring scenes.
If it is indeed true that bottom-up mechanismsdrive the formation of theseemergentperceptual units, then limits must exist on the capacity of semantic or even visual definitions of
target items to exert top-down influence over preattentive
grouping mechanisms.The ability of bottom-up processingto
accurately distinguish ecological objects depends on a certain
amount of autonomy or resistanceto top-down interference.
Otherwise,expectationswould routinely result in perceptualillusions (Kanizsa & Luccio, 1987). We do not mean by these
remarks to deny that perceptualgrouping can be guided by topdown processes(Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985;Yantis, 1992)but
only to point out that some groupings emerge from the structure of scenicinput without the help of top-down influences.

Section4. AttentiveInteractionsof Boundaryand
SurfaceRepresentations
With Object
andSpatialRepresentations
Our model of visual search,specified computationally in Section 5 and simulated to quantitatively explain search data in
Section 6, is basedon three types of neural network models that
have been undergoing development for some time: models of
3-D visual boundary and surface representation;models of attentive category learning, recognition, priming, and memory
search; and models of attentive spatial representation. Our
searchmodel showshow properties of these boundary, surface,
object, and spatialprocessescanbe incorporated into a computational algorithm that is capableof providing a unified quantitative explanation of many experiments about visual search.
The searchmodel is specified algorithmically, rather than neurally, becauseit has not yet beenpossibleto define a neural architecture that combines all these elementsand their interactions, which in vivo are spread across visual cortex, temporal
cortex, and parietal cortex, in interaction with frontal cortex,
among other structures. Our computational model describes
the types of interactions among boundary, surface, object, and
spatial representations that are capable of explaining many
searchdata. The model herebyimposes additional designconstraints on the ongoing developmentof the model neural archi-
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tecture. The predictive successof the model also provides additional evidencethat 3-D boundary and surface representations
that interact reciprocally with mutually interacting object and
spatial representationsare sufficient to explain searchdata. In
this sense,visual searchphenomenaare reduced to an exploration of how thesefour types of representationsinteract.
Our proposalthat 3-D boundary and surface representations,
possibly multi-element ones,are the inputs to the visual search
processhas its theoretical basisin the FACADE theory of preattentive 3-D vision, whosemechanismsmodel how visual inputs
to the eyesare transformed, by the time they reachextrastriate
visual cortex, into emergentboundary segmentationsand surface representations that are capable of achieving figureground separation of scenic data (Grossberg, 1987a, 1987b,
1992, 1994; Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985, 1987; Grossberg&
Todorovic, 1988). This conclusion is supported not only by a
large number of perceptual experiments, many of them performed after the correspondingFACADE predictions were published, but also from a theoretical analysis of how such representations,taken together,overcomevarious computational uncertainties that could otherwise undermine the perceptual
process.
Within FACADE theory, a Static Boundary Contour System
(BCS)models how the parvocellular cortical processingstream
(LGN-Interblob-Interstripe-V4)
generates 3-D emergent
boundary segmentationsfrom combinations of edge,texture,
shading,and stereoimagedata (Figure 10). A Feature Contour
System(FCS)models how the parvocellular cortical processing
stream(LGN-Blob- Thin Stripe- V 4) discounts the illuminant
and fills-in surface properties of brightness, color, depth, and
form within the boundary segmentationsthat are defined by
the BCS. In our conceptionof visual search,the entire FACADE
model forms the front end to the attentive searchprocessesthat
are engagedduring the visualobject recognition process.In particular, the gro~ping properties that we havedescribedso far in
this article are among those that havebeenanalyzed in the various articles on FACADE theory. Likewise, the object recognition and spatial localization properties that are used in our algorithmic searchmodelhavepreviously beenderived from neural models of theseprocesses.Throughout this article, we often
use the term grouping to denote either a multi-element BCS
boundary segmentationor an FCS surface representationand
reservethe latter, more specializedwords for expresslyBCS or
FCS processes,respectively.
The structure of FACADE preattentive boundary and surface
representationsclarifies how perceptual units are defined and
manipulated during attentive visual researchof static scenes.
For example, properties of BCS-generated,emergent, multiitem boundary segmentationshelp us to understand how the
global shapes studied by Humphreys et al. (1989) facilitate
search. Properties of the FCS surface representations clarify
how 3-D surface shape can influence search in the Enns and
Rensink (1990)study.TheseFCS surfacerepresentationsseparate different combinations of color and depth into distinct
slabs, or filling-in domains (Grossberg, 1987b, 1994). Such a
slab organizationhelps to explain how unique conjunctions of
color and qepth are rapidly searchedin the Nakayama and Silverman (1986) study. The boundary and surface representations are, moreover,organizedto facilitate figure-ground separation and recognition of occluding and occluded objects

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of anatomical connectionsand neuronal selectivitiesof early visual areas in the macaquemonkey. LGN =
lateral geniculatenucleus (parvocellular and magnocellular divisions).
Divisions of visual areas V I and V2: bloh = cytochrome oxidase blob
regions; interblob = cytochrome oxidase-poorregions surrounding the
blobs;4B = lamina 4B;thin = thin (narrow) cytochrome oxidasestrips;
interstripe = cytochrome oxidasestrips; V3 = visual area 3; V4 = visual
area(s)4; MT = middle temporal area. Areas V2, V3, V 4, and MT have
connectionsto other areasnot explicitly representedhere.Area V3 may
alsoreceiveprojections from V2interstripes or thin stripes. Heavy lines
indicate robust primary connections,and thin lines indicate weaker,
more variable connections. Dotted lines representobserved connections that require'additional verification. Icons: rainbow = tuned and/
or opponentwavelengthselectivity(incidence at least 40%);angle symbol = orientation selectivity(incidence at least 20%); speCtacles= binocular disparity selectivityand/or strong binocular interactions (V2; incidenceat least20%); arrow = direction of motion selectivity(incidence
at least20%). From "Concurrent ProcessingStreamsin Monkey Visual
Cortex" by E. A. DeYoeand D. van Essen, 1988, Trendsin Neuroscience,11,p. 223. Copyright 1988by ElsevierTrendsJournals. Adapted
by permission.

(Grossberg,1994h therebyhelping to explain results of He and
Nakayama(1992).
As noted earlier,two types of attentive processesare hypothesizedto interact with preattentive boundary and surface representationsduring visual searchof a static scene(Figure 11).
One processexplicates conceptsof object attention (Duncan,
1984),and the other processexplicates concepts of spatial attention (Posner,1980). In neurobiological terms, these processesmodel part of the "W~at" cortical processingstream for
object learning, categorization, and recognition, and the
"Where" cortical processingstream for spatial localization and
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Figzlre J J. The reciprocal interactions of the Object Recognition System (ORS)with the Boundary Contour System(BCS)and the Feature
Contour System (FCS) are supplemented by reciprocal interactions
with an attentive Spatial Map. Theseobject-basedand spatial-basedinteractions are used to coordinate attentive object recognition, spatial
orientation, and visual search. Expressedsomewhatmore technically,
the Static BCSand FCS (which models aspectsof the parvocellular cortical processing streams)interact reciprocally with the ORS (which
models aspectsof inferotemporal cortex) for purposes of attentive visual object reco$nition. The FCS and a Motion BCS (which models
aspectsof the magnocellular cortical processingstream)interact reciprocally with a Multiplexed Spatial Map (which models aspectsof parietal cortex) for purposesof attentive spatial localization and orientation.
Both systemsinteract togetherto define spatially invariant ORS recognition categoriesand to control visual search. From "3-D Vision and
Figure-Ground Separation by Visual Cortex" by S. Grossberg, 1994,
Perceptionand Psychophysics,
55, p. 58. Copyright by the Psychonomic
Society,Inc. Reprinted by permission.

orientation (Goodale & Milner, 1992; Mishkin, Ungerleider,&
Macko, 1983; Ungerleider& Mishkin, 1982).
Our visual search model incorporates properties of a visual
object recognition system(ORS) that models aspectsofneurobiological data showing howthe inferotemporal cortex interacts
with visual cortex, hippocampal formation, and pulvinar for
purposes of attentive object search, learning, categorization,
and recognition (Desimone, 1991, 1992; Desimone, Schein,
Moran, & Ungerleider, 1985; Desimone & Ungerleider, 1989;
Gochin, 1990; Gochin, Miller, Gross, & Gerstein, 1991; Harries & Perrett, 1991; Miller, Li, & Desimone, 1991; Mishkin &
Appenzeller, 1987; Perrett, Mishkin, & Chitty, 1987; Spitzer,
Desimone, & Moran, 1988). The Object Recognition System
model is an Adaptive ResonanceTheory (ART) network (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 1980, 1987c). Recent
neurophysiologicalexperiments on object recognition in monkeys suggestthat neurons in the inferotemporal cortex exhibit
properties that are consistentwith ART mechanisms.SeeCarpenterand Grossberg(1993) for a review. For our purposes,we
use the facts that an ART recognition category can be used to
read out a top-down expectation that primes consistentcombinations ofBCS boundary and FCS surface properties. Such a
prime can be usedto focus attention on expectedcue combinations and to regulate a searchfor consistentor inconsistentconjunctive properties. A good enough match leads to a state of
resonant attention, binding; learning, and recognition. A mismatch leadsto a reset event that can further propel the search.
The coarsenessof the search can be regulated by a parameter
called vigilance that computes howgood a match is neededbefore searchterminates.
A precursor of the presentuse of ART properties to explain
visual search data is found in Grossberg (1978, Section 61).
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There an analysisis givenof how automatic processingand controlled processingdata from the visual ~rch experiments of
Schneiderand Shiffrin (1976) may be explained by using ART
mechanisms. Schneiderand Shiffrin had identified automatic
processingas a parallel searchprocessand controlled processing as a serial searchprocess.Grossberg(1978) described how
both types of data may be explained by recursive operation of
the same parallel matching and memory searchmechanisms
that are invoked herein. It is also suggestedhow the recognition
categories and primed expectations that are learned in the
Schneiderand Shiffrin (1976) varied mapping (VM) and con~
si~ent mapping (CM) conditions differ. In particular, the CM
condition enablesthe subjectto learn visual chunks that control
parallel matching against all memory set items, much as happens in the multi-item groupings discussedherein. Our search
model augmentsthese ART matching and searchmechanisms
with computationally precise properties of interacting boundaries, surfaces,and spatial maps.
Why are both object and spatial representationsneeded?At
the risk of oversimplification, we can briefly hypothesize that
object representationsare relatively insensitiveto variations in
suchvariable object properties as their retinal position. A serious combinatorial explosionwould occur if the brain neededto
learn a separaterepresentationfor each object at every retinal
position. In contrast,spatial mapsdo representobject positions.
The interactions that link object and spatial representationsare
designedto enabledesiredobjectsto be recognizedthrough spatially invariant recognition codesand to be spatially localized
and engagedduring behavior through spatial maps.
Our conceptionof how spatial maps work arose from models
of Carpenter, Grossberg, and Lesher (1992, 1993) and
Grossbergand Kuperstein (1986, 1989),which analyzeaspects
of neurobiological data about how the parietal cortex interacts
with the visual cortex for purposesof spatial localization and
orientation (Anderson,Essick,& Siegel,1985; Fischer& Breitmeyer,1987; Maylor & Hockey, 1985; Mountcastle, Anderson,
& Motter, 1981; Rizzolati, Riggio, Dascola, & Umita, 1987;
Wurtz, Goldberg, & Robinson, 1982). FACADE theory proposesthat the BCS and FCS eachinteract reciprocally with the
ORS to bind boundary properties (e.g.,texture segregation)and
surfaceproperties (e.g.,surface color and form) into categorical
object representations.The FCSalso interacts reciprocally with
a Multiplexed Spatial Map to determine the spatial locations of
particular combinations of surface properties (Figure 11).
These"What" and "Where" processesare also envisagedto interact reciprocally with one another.Grossberg( 1994)discusses
theseinteractions in greater detail, including how 3-D boundary and surface representationsare formed by using preattentive mechanisms,how they may interact with attentive object
and spatial processes,and how searchfor moving targetsmay be
controlled. This analysis incorporates modeling results about
motion detectionand segmentationby the magnocellular cortical processingstream (Grossberg& Mingolla, 1993;Grossberg
& Rudd, 1989, 1992)and about the visual and attentive control
of saccadic eye movements (Grossberg & Kuperstein, 1986,
1989).
A recapitulation of all these results herein would take us too
far afield. The main purposeof this brief summary is to emphasize that the representationsand operationsof our searchmodel
were not invented to explain the searchdata discussedherein.
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They wereintroduced to explain entirely different types of data.
The search model hereby shows how to link search data,
through the corresponding neural models, to the underlying
processesof visual perception, object recognition, and spatial
orientation that they reflect. For the remainder of this article,
we describe our visual search model in computational terms
and show how it can be used to quantitatively simulate data
about visual searchof static images.Thesecomputational rules
are consistentwith the neural model outlined earlier for visual,
object, and spatialprocessingby visual, temporal, and parietal
cortex. The rules thus have a plausible interpretation in terms
of a largebody of perceptualand neural data other than that on
visual se!1rchthat we simulated here.

ORS-BCS interactions. Finally in Step 4, feature groupings
within the selectedcandidate region must becompared with the
stored target representation,which is assumedto be a categorical representation(or representations)within the ORS. A mismatch betweenall thesefeature groupings and the stored target
representationcausesa return to Step 3 for resetof the old region and selection of a new candidate region. A partial mismatch betweenthe features in a multi.item candidate region
and the stored targetfeatures may trigger a more vigilant search
within the candidateregion. This would causea return to Step
2 to further segmentthe candidate regioninto subregionson the
basisof a new featural dimension. If this recursiveprocessdoes
not yield a target match, then the entire candidate region is discarded arid a new one processed.Search terminates when a
match is found.
Section5. TheSOSAlgorithm: Spatial
Within this system, each step need only be partially comand ObjectSearch
pleted for the next step to begin. That is, partial activation of
Although conceivedas a heterarchyof neural networks with
one neural layer, which is not itself yet at equilibrium, may
continuous and asynchronousdynamics, our algorithmic realsuffice to iI)itiate processingat successivelayers. In a response
ization of visual searchcan be summarized as a four.step pro.
time minimization task, a speed-accuracytrade-off would decess(Figure 12). In Step I, preattentiveprocessingof the visual
termine the optimal confidence level at which each stepwould
sceneresults in retinotopic registration of stimulus features. In
be complete enough for the next stepto take place. The correct
Step 2, theseretinotopic featural arrays support boundary segprediction of averagesearchtime or responsetime (RT) for a
mentation and surface formation, which group the Sceneinto
given scenerequires the determination of a duration for each
separatecandidateregions.During searchesfor known targets,
stepand an algorithmic computation of time needed for scene
a top-downpriming signal can influence the organizationof the
grouping and search.
searchregions.This grouping step has beenassumedby others
For many scenes,there may be no sharp distinction between
to immediately and correctly define scenic objects, which in
segmentation,surface selection,and definition of a candidate
laboratory stimuli are individual target or distractor items. In
region for search. In the computer simulations described later,
Step 3, a candidate region is selectedfor further analysis. In a
processingtimes for thesestepsare lumped into a constantdudirected search,this stepcould be influenced by either bottom.
ration, which is addedto searchtime for eachcandidate region
up salienceor top-down priming of target features selectedby
that is chosenfor recognition.
an ORS. For example,a salient emergentboundary segmenta.
Our simulations instantiate three segmentationheuristics:
tion in the BCS,as in the Humphreys et al. (1989) study, might
1. Boundary and surface units influencegrouping. Conflictbias BCS-ORS-FCS interactions; or a color prime, as in the
ing groupings that are supported by separatefeatural dimenEgeth, Virzi, and Garbart (1984) study, might amplify activasions are resolved in favor of a grouping supported by a single
tion of a particular color~depth slab and thereby bias FCSmultiplexed featural dimension, for example, color or a prescribed color-depth combination. Grouping is biased to occur
betweenitems sharing the target feature value along that single
dimensiori,much asa whole color-depth slab in the FCS can be
STEP 2,3: Spatial grouping
STEP4: Object recognition
and selection
primed.
,
category
2. Spatial context influencesgrouping. In simulations, this
features
complex factor is simplified into the rule that featurally similar
tNo- MATCH?
items can be grouped into the same candidate region if they
I
can be connected by uninterrupted spatial paths whose width
candidate
correspondsroughly to the diameter of items. This simplificaregion features
tion of the spatial influences on grouping proves sufficient to
account for a considerableamount of important searchdata. In
~-'" ...~~
I
general,we conceivethis grouping as being performed by the
full multiscale interactions of the BCS and FCS of FACADE
theory,despite our simplifications.
priming
3. Featural contrast influencesgrouping. In simulations, the
probability that item groupings can becomecandidate regions
is a function ofstimulus sali~ncy.For example,color saturation
STEP1: Retinotopicfeature/propertycoding
could bias a particular FCS color-depth slab,a particular BCS
t INPUT
(SCENE)
boundary segmentation,or both. High saliency may also allow
textural elements or search items to perceptually pop into
Figure J2. A visual searcharchitecture. The sceneis analyzed in pardifferent perceived depth planes regardlessof spatial arrangeallel through the retinotopic registration of boundary segmentations
ment, in a manner that is modeled in Grossberg(1994).Groupand surfaceslabs.Candidate target regionsareseparatedfor recognition
ings
that might otherwise be disallowed,becausethe path beby the interaction of spatialgrouping and object recognition processes.
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Section6. Simulationof Psychophysical
SearchData

(a)

(b)

Figure J3. (a) The equations for the lines connecting all the items
sharing target color are computed and stored. (b) If a distractor item of
nontarget color is within a path of approximately item width that connectstwo target-color items, then that connection is disallowed and the
grouping line is removed.

In this section,the SOS algorithm is used to determine RTs
for a number of psychophysicalsearchscenes.The model is ca..
pable of quantitatively simulating the searchdata reviewedearlier as well as additional findings using a single choice of the
parameters R, S, M, and an algorithmic solution to N. Such an
algorithmic solution for N on each display trial is not ad hoc
because our theory proposes that the candidate regions that
form the units of visual searchare flexibly determined "on the
fly" by the brain and vary for eachsceneeven within the same
displayparadigm.

SimulationMethods
tween items that are alike on a single dimension (e.g., color =
red) is interrupted by an item of different value on that featural
dimension (e.g., color = blue) might neverthelessoccur as, for
example, when the contrast of red-to-background is much
higher than the contrastof blue-to-background (seeFigure 13).
To predict the mean searchor RT for scenesof a givennumber of items requires that a duration be assignedto eachof the
four stepsas well as the algorithmic computation of searchtime
for any given display basedon the principles stated earlier. The
mean searchtime of the algorithm for target-presentconjunctive scenescan be approximated by the target-presentsearch

equation:
RT = R+ (N+ 1) X(S+M).

(1)

RT for target.,absentscenesis given by the target-absentsearch
equation:

RT = R +NX 2 X(S+M).

(2)

In Equations land 2, R is the duration necessaryto complete
Step 1 (retinotopic feature registration), S is the duration necessaryto separatea candidate region by Steps2 and 3 (segmentation and selection), M is the duration necessaryto match the
candidate region with the target representationin Step4, and N
is the mean number of candidate regionsinto which the scenes
containing a certain number of items, pseudo-randomlydistributed, are initially segmented.Each multi-item candidate region
must be recursively searched,resulting in a recursion factor of
2 in each equation for conjunctive scenes.More generally,this
factor of2 could take on someother value,as for triple-conjunction searches.Evaluation of this factor is not, however,assimple
as counting the number of display dimensions (e.g., color, orientation, and motion) that are varied in a scene,as not all combinationsofvalues on all dimensions may beincluded in a given
sceneconstruction. In Equation I, this factor is cancelled because in target-presentscenesonly about half (N + I )/2 of the
candidate regions (N), on average,haveto be evaluated before
the target is found. Note that theseequations yield only an approximation of searchtime for a given display becausein our
algorithm a candidate region including a single item need not
be recursivelysearchedor recognized.Thus, searchtimes would
be expected to be slightly shorter than the equations suggest.
However,the simplified equations serve well to fit the data
curvesconsidered in the next sections.

To compare the performance of the algorithm to experimental data, we simulated both the experimental scenesand the algorithm. Simulation of the experimentsrequired a program to
convert information in the methods sectionof an experimental
report into a sequenceof scenerepresentationssuitable for use
as input to the simulated algorithm. Visual searchexperiments
typically involve the random placementof various numbers of
items acrosspredefined potential scenelocations. Wheneverrestrictions on the placementof items werespecified in published
reports, thesewere simulated.
Our implementation of a display simulator produced and
storedx- and y-coordinates for eachitem contained in a trial as
well asthe value of each item along eachfeature dimension. In
addition, the size of each item was recovered from the experiment description. For some of the experimental reports simulated, sceneand item size were specified in subtended retinal
angle and viewing distance. In this case,Cartesiancoordinates
and dimensionswere recoveredto allow comparison acrossexperiments. The sizeof each item wasapproximated by recovering an item radius corresponding to the item width given in
the experimental reports. This approximation sufficedbecause
items were typically nearly square. Thus, although the form of
each item was stored, the size of all experimental items was
modeled as if they were circular. Finally, an ordinal value for
the degreeof featural contrast in the scenewasentered by the
programmer on the basis of reported color saturation.. For all
of the simulation points plotted in this section, 50 trials were
simulated to recoveraveragesearchtimes.
The SOS search algorithm was also simulated. For convenience, only form-color experimentswere modeled,and color
wasalwaysassumedto be the feature initially used for grouping.
Altering these assumptions,for example, by grouping initially
on form does not materially alterthe resultsof our simulations.
For each trial, the program outlined here was executed. Each
scenewas first segmentedinto a setof ite~ groupingsaccording
to the following procedure:
1. The equations of the finite length lines connecting each
item of target color to eachother item of target color were computedand stored(Figure l3a). This stepimplements the notion
that a target color can act as a prime for grouping.
2. Next, the distances between the centers of each of the
items of distractor color and theselines were computed. If any
item of nontarget color was betweentwo items of target color
and within a fixed proportion (P) of item radius awayfrom the
line grouping those items, then that line was deleted from the
list of item grouping lines (Figure l3b).
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Figure 15. Step2: The sceneis segmentedon the basisofa single feature dimension through processesof grouping and segregation.

Fig/Ire J4. Step I: The sceneis analyzedthrough the retinotopic registration of boundary segmentationsandsurfaceslabs.

3. A percentageof theselines (C) inversely proportional to
a nominal measureof the featural saliency,in this case color
cont~ast,were also deleted at random from the line list.
4. The remaining set of lines was then used to create lists
specifying item groups; that is, if a line connecting two items
remained,thoseitems werestored in the same item group.
This four-step segmentationprocedure results in a set of N
item groupings. It generatesgroupingsof boundariesand colors
that are consistent with how BCS/FCS representationswould
set up groupings for interaction with spatial and object mechanismsduring searchbut doesso by usingfar lesscomputational
time than would be required to run a full BCS/FCSsimulation.
Thus, this segmentationprocedure ~hould not be viewed as
different from, but rather as merely cruder than, a full BCS/
FCS irpplementation. After segmentation,the computation of
searchtime proceedsas follows. An example is illustrated in
Figures 14-18.
5. A constant duration (R) wasaddedto the RT for the trial.
This dur.ation accounts for the time taken to register features
(Figure 14).
6. An item group was selected at random from the list of
uncheckedgroups. Note that this selection criterion could be
replaced by one based on some measure of which group was
currently winning a competition for selection without significantly distorting the reported results. Segmentationand selection time S was added to the RT for the trial. ParameterS accounts for the time neededto selecta group of items from the
background on the basisof a singlefeature (Figures 15and 16).
7. The chosengroup wascomparedwith the targetrepresentation; that is, for each featural dimension, the target features
were matched againstthe group features. The match time M
wasaddedto the RT for the trial. It accountsfor the time needed
to determine degreeand nature of similarity betweengroup and
target representation(Figure 17).
8. The group was then recursivelysearchedfor target form
(Figure 18). For example,if the entire group did not match the
target on both dimensions but did match it on one dimension
(e.g.,color), then subgroupswere formed and searched.Parameter S was again added to the RT for the trial. If this recursive

segmentationyielded the target,parameter M wasaddedto the
RT for the trial and searchwasterminated. Otherwise,if segmentation yielded a nontargetform, M wasaddedto the RT the
trial, the group wasmarked as checked,and the searchreturned
to Step6.

Parameters
The parametervalues S, M, R, the proportion of item radius
used to model spatial influences on grouping (P), and the percentageof groupings disallowed as an inverse function of fea":
ture saliency (C) were selectedto fit the data. This processof
curve fitting was carried out in stagesdesignedto explain an
everincreasing set of data. For this reason it is discussedwith
referenceto eachpiece of experimental data so asto bestrepresentthe actual procedure that wasfollowed. Although parameter valueswere adjusted during developmentof the algorithm,

Selection
Figure 16. Step 3: A single candidate region is chosenacross all feature maps for parallel conjunctive recognition.
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Figure 17. Step4: The featureswithin the candidate region are compared with the target representationthrough a limited capacity parallel
process.

in the end all thedata weremodeled bya single set ofparameter
values.

Section7. Simulationof Form-Color
ConjunctiveSearch
Treismanand Gelade(1980)conductedtachistoscopestudies
indicating serial conjunctive search.Wolfe et al. (1989)repeated
this investigation in experimentsusing high-contrast sceneson
a CRT and found fast conjunctive searchesthat could be explained by a parallel searchprocess.The data from these fast
form-coloi conjunctive searchesmay be quantitatively simulated by a two-step process. Initially, high color contrast supports grouping of target colored items into separatecandidate
regions or perceptual surfaces. These multi-item candidate
groupingsare then searchedfor the target form. Becausethere
are fewer item groups than individual items, searchtimes decrease.This processis essentiallya recursiveapplication of the
original Feature Integration mechanisms with the exception
that individual items would not necessarilybecome candidate
groupings.
Both the Treisman and Gelade (1980) and the Wolfe et al.
(1989) results are quantitatively simulated by the model. The
scenesused to test the algorithm were generated by using the
experimental description given in Experiment 7 of Wolfe et al.
(1989). The viewing field wasa squareof length corresponding
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to 11.30at a distanceof 100cm. Item dimensionscorresponded
to 0.850 square at this same distance and were randomly arranged in a slightly irregular 6 X 6 array. Color saturation was
reduced,and the background color waschangedto white to emulate the tachistoscopesetupand reduce saliency.
Wolfe et al.'s (1989) data consist of essentiallylinear curves
of varying slope.To model thesedata, factors determining both
intercept or offsetof the data lines and their slopesneededto be
specified.The constant duration that offsetssearchamong any
number of distractors was captured by R, which includes the
time to register retinotopic feature arraySas well as the time
needed to generatea motor response. With P = 1.0, varying
the percentageof groupings permitted asa function of stimulus
saliency, in this case color contrast (C), resulted in different
numbers of item groupings (N). The rate at which N increases
with the number of items defines a slope that decreaseswith
decreasingC. This property allows the data to be fit. The data
lines were extrapolated to find an approximate y..interceptof R
= 540 ms. Next, the target-presentdata slop~sfor both the highcontrast and the low-contrast data werefit. The data indicate a
high-contrast slope of 6.1 ms/item and a low-contrast slopeof
10.8 ms/item. Thus, the low-contrast slope is approximately
1.66 times steeper.When all the spatially allowable groupings
werepermitted in the high-contrastcase(C = 0%)and only 30%
of the spatially allowable groupings were permitted in the lowcontrast case(C = 70%),thenthe ratio of the N slopeswasfound
to be approximately 1.66. This ratio was checkedby compiling
average N values for various numbers of distractors. Table 1
showsN averagedover 50trials for eachnumber of scenicitems.
Choice of parameter values for P and C fixed the ratio between slopes.The actual slopesof the data curves remained to
be determined. By Equation 1,this requires setting a value for
the sum (8 + M). In this case,70 ms proved to model the data
well. In all, this experiment constrained the parametersso that
R = 470, C = 70% in the low-contrast case,C = 0% in the highcontrast case,and (8 + M) = 70 ms. Parameters8 and M were
not individually constrained. It wasfound that the spatial path
width parameter could be varied from P = 1.0 to P = 1.5 with
little effect on the number of spatially allowablegroupings (N).
Figure 19 showsthe close match betweensimulation and experimental data. The target-absentslopesare just a result of
doubling the target-presentslopes,as in Equation2. It should be
noted that this simulation of data on fast form-color conjunctive scenesis consistentwith recent neurophysiologicaldata on

Table 1
,
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Number of CandidateGroupings (N) Foundfor Scenesof
Wolfe, Cave,and Franzel (1989)
Numberof items
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Figure 18. Step4a: lfdistractor features within the candidate region
are too numerous to allow unambiguous determination of target presence. then the region is recursivelysegmentedon the basis of the other
targetfeature.
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N

4

8

12

16

24

High contrast
Low contrast

1.14
1.14

1.26
1.95

2.14
2.6

2.74
3.36

4.66

5.8

Note. P(path width proportion) = 1-1.5; C(low-contrast) = 70%, and
only 30% of the spatially allowable groupings were permitted; C (highcontrast) = 0%,and all spatially allowablegroupings werepermitted. A
comparison of N values for the low- and high-contrast casesshows a
relative sloperatio of approximately 1.66. Seetext for details.
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Figure 19. Increasingstimulus saliencyyields faster conjunctive search. (a) From "Guided Search: An
Alternative to the Feature Integration Model for Visual Search" by J. M. Wolfe, K. R. Cave,and S. L.
Franzel, 1989,Journal ofExperimental Psychology:Human Perceptionand Performance,15,p. 426. Copyright 1989 by the American PsychologicalAssociation. Adapted by permission of the authors. (b) Model
simulation.

monkey visual search(Chellazi et al., 1993). It can also be applied to data on fast conjunctive searchin depth-motion and
depth-color scenes.

Section8. Color-ColorConjunctiveSearch
The data on color-color conjunctive searchare also consistent with the model. It has beenfound that most scenesincluding color-color conjunctive items demand serial investigation
(Wolfe & Friedman-Hill, 1992). In these scenes,segregationby
color would tend to yield regions whoseboundaries split right
through pairings of squaresthat form items (Figure 20a). These
regions could not be recursivelysearchedbecausethey would
not contain full items. The grouping based on the first color

(a)

would not lead to partial activation of the regions that include
the secondcolor. The spatialfocus of attention would thus miss
the conjunctive feature. Various exceptionsto this finding support this hypothesis, In scenesof disk-annulus color-color
items where the annulus is significantly larger than the disk,
searchtimes can be independentof the number of distractors
(Wolfe & Friedman-Hill, 1992). In this case,the extent of target
annulus color maybe strongenoughto support segregationof a
multi-item candidate segmentationthat doesinclude the target
disk colors, which can then be searched for target disk color
(Figure 20b). This result has also been replicated by using
houses with different wall and window colors. Although these
data on color-color conjunctive searchposea serious problem
for models like Guided Searchand Feature Integration, they
are consistent with the SOS model and illustrate yet again the
importance of multi-item grouping in visual search.

(b)

Figure 20. (a) Segmentationof a candidate region defined by a single
target color yields a multi-half-item grouping that cannot be recursively
searched for the other target color, thereby explaining steep search
slopes.(b) Segmentationof a candidate region definedby a singletarget
color yields a multi-item grouping that can be recursively searched,
thereby explaining shallowsearchslopes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. (a) In clumped scenes,the spatial grouping of items is
difficult, and the sceneis segmentedinto many candidateregions. (b) In
spread-out scenes,spatial grouping is facilitated, and the scene can be
segmentedinto very fewcandidateregions.
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Section9. Simulationof ClumpedVersusSpread-Out
ConjunctiveSearch
In th~ 80S model, multi-item groupings are formed only by
items that can be connected by uninterrupted paths propor,tionalto item width. In clumped scenes,the spatial segregation
of multi-item target-colorgroups is hindered becauseit is less
likely that there existsan unobstructed path betweentarget-colored items. In spread-outscenes,there is a higher probability of
clear paths and segregationis easier(Figure 21). This observation is capable otexplaining data of Cohen and Ivry (1991)
showing that conjunctive searchesare faster in spread"out
scenes.
Cohenand Ivry (1991, Experiment 3) found that in scenesin
which conjunctive items are clumped together,searchis slow
and appearsto proceed by serial processing,whereasin spreadout scenessearchis much faster.The stimuli were presentedon
a MultiSync SD color monitor using yellowand blue Xsand Os.
The items were displayed on two imaginary circles approximately 2.8° and 4.17° from the screencenter. The character
height of .46° was usedto recoveritem radius. In the clumped
condition, items were organized into groups separatedby approximately .69°. In the spread-outcondition, two adjacentletters were at least 1.37° apart. To reduce g~ouping effects, we
restricted the runs of identical colorsor lettersalong eithercircle
to be 3 or less.
Cohenand Ivry (1991)reported target-presentslopesof 18.2
ms/item and 5.2 ms/item, respectively,for the clumped and
spread-outconditions. This results in a clump/spread-out slope
ratio of 3.5. Becausethey made no attempt to lower the CRT
color contrasts in the scene,the experiment was considered
high-contrast, and all the spatially allowaple groupings were
permitted in our simulation of their data (C = 0%). Despite the
constraint on color runs, item groupings within and between
the circles often occurredwith.P = 1.0. When P wasincreased
to 1;5,the ratio betweenthe clumped and spread-outslopesbecame 3.2. The simulation data used to check this sloperatio
are reported in Table 2. Again, all N valueswere the result of
averagingover50 trials. As in the simulation ofth.e Wolfeet al.
(1989) data, R was set equal to 470 ms and (S + M) was set
equalto 70 ms. F~gure22 showsthe close match betweensimulation andexperimentaI data.
; Increasing P beyond 1.5 altered N for the scenesused by
Wolfe eta!. (1989). ParametersP and C are not, however,brittle
parametersbecausevariations abo~t their bestvalues result in

Table2
Number of Candidate Groupings (N) Foundfor the
ScenesafCohen and Ivry(I991)
Number of items
N

4

8

12

16

24

Spreadout

1.60
1.16

1.08

1.58
3.70

1.94
5.00

2.60
7.70

Clumped

2.90

Note. P (path width proportion) '= 1.5; C (high-contrast) = 0%, and
all spatially allowable groupings permitted. A comparison of N values
for the low- and high-contrast casesshowsa relative slope ratio of approximately 3.2. Seetext for details.
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performance that degradesgradually and falls within the range
of searchslopesseenacross different subjects.To illustrate this
property, consider the limiting conditions as both P and Care
increased.Grouping tends to disappear,and N approachesthe
number of items. The result is serial searchamong items asinitially reported by Treisman and Gelade (1980). If P and Care
reduced,grouping increasesand N approachesone for all numbersof items. At this limit, the searchslopesare flat.

Section10.Simulationof Multi- TargetandSingleTargetConjunctiveSearch
Minimal RT in conjunctive searches of scenes with two
targetsis fasterthan those with onetarget. Mordkoffet al. (1990,
Experiment 3) reported results for six-item scenes.They used
scenesviewed at a distance of 45 cm in which all items were
located on a circle of radius 1.5 cm. Items were 1.1 cm tall and
0.7 cm wide. Each scenecontained two Xs,two as, and two Is,
two colored red, two green,and two blue. Their result is significant because it violates the prediction of any model that hypothesizesa serial searchamong items.
This conclusion follows when pne considersthe following serial searchscenario. The observeris confronted with six items
and choosesone from the sceneby some means,for example,
randomly among all items, according to targetlikelihood computed by using evidence from all feature dimensions. This 0peration can be accomplished no faster than some time t. In a
double~ta~et scene,this fastest searchtime t would be more
likely even if the means of item choice is random selection.
However,the duration t would not be expectedto vary asa function of the number of targets in the scene.Thus, the Mordkoff
et al. (1990) data violate serial item searchmodels.
These data can, however,be explained by a modef that is
based on segmentationand search among multi-item gfoupings. In scenescontaining few items, separationof a target-color,
multi-item grouping that contains one target would include a
relatively high target-to-distractor feature ratio. In multi-target
scenes,the target-to-distractor feature ratio within the multiitem grouping would be evenhigher (Figure 23). Within a realtime neural theory of object recognition such as ART, match
time is faster when the input includes more evidencefor target
presence.SeeGrossbergand Stone (1986)for an analysisof data
from lexical decisio~experimentSwherethis is alsotrue. Future
researchmay help compare the predictions of this approachto
multi-target tasks with those of hybrid race and coactivation
models (Mordkoff & Yantis, 1993).
The match duration M c~ thus depend on the experimental
display. For segmentationsof few items that include the target,
suppose that M is a decreasingfunction of the evidence for
target presencewithin a multi-item grouping. In particular, M
results from a limited capacity parallel processthat selectively
amplifies scenicdata that match a prime while suppressingdata
that mismatch the prime. Sucha matching processis an emergent property of suitably defined, competitive neural networks
(Carpenter & Grossberg,1991; Grossberg,1980; Grossberg&
Stone,1986). Given systemnoise,the matchtime for a grouping
of one target and one distractor has a mean of shorter duration
than for a grouping of two targ~tS'
The Mordkoff et al. (1990) dataare givenascumulative probability distribution functions. To model thesedata, it is neces-
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Figure 22. Spreadingout items yields fasterconjunctive search.(a) From "Density Effects in Conjunction
Search:Evidence for a Coarse Location Mechanism of Feature Integration" by A. Cohen and R. B. Ivry,
1991,Journal ofExperimental Psychology:Human Perceptionand Performance,17,p. 898. Copyright 1991
by the American PsychologicalAssociation.Adapted by permission of the authors. (b) Model simulation.

saryto model RT as the result of a noisy or probabilistic system.
RT, evenfor identical scenes,can be representedas a Gaussian
distribution centeredon some most likely mean. Ifwe can show
that the mean M for target-to-distractor ratio of 1:I is 20 ms
longer than the mean M for a target-to-distractor ratio of 2:0,
then the data canbe modeled.
In this simulation, P remained at 1.5and it wasassumedthat
the sceneswere high-contrast, so all spatially allowablegroupings were permitted (C = 0%). The time constantR clearly had
to be changedbecauseour previous choice of R (470 ms) exceededthe searchtimes for thesescenes.A possiblejustification
for reducing R from the value used to model the Wolfe et aI.
(1989)and the Cohenand Ivry (1991 )data is that the Mordkoff
et al. (1990) scenesize was relatively small and the items were

relatively large,thereby facilitating activatiqn of the retinotopic
feature arrays. The Gaussian distributions for the functions
offsetby R are givenin Figure 24. They wereintegrated to derive
the cumulative distribution functions used to generate the
curves in Figure 25.
Note that the same effect could be the result of shorter segmentation time in double-targetscenes.Although this possibility cannot be ruled out, variable recognition time as a function
of evidenceseemsmore likely at this time. These data do not
serveto further constrainS or M or eventheir sum. To fix ideas,
one permissible allotment of parameter values, which will be
further motivated in the next section,is, as follows: R = 300 ms
for this scene,S = 40 ms for all the scenes,M( I : I) = 40 ms,
M(2:0) = 20 ms, and M = 30 ms for low target-to-distractor
ratio segmentationsthat are recursivelyinvestigated.

Section11. Simulation of Feature Additivity Effects

0

I

0

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 23. (a) A single-targetsceneyields a multi-item candidate region including one targetand one distractor. This region includes some
featuraJevidencefor target presenceand some contradictory evidence.
(b) A double-targetsceneyields a multi-target candidate region in which
evidencefor targetpresenceis doubly reinforced.

Treismanand Sato (1990)found a strong correlation between
ease of single-feature segregation and conjunctive search,
thereby suggestinga role for multi-item grouping in search.
However,they treated grouping asa special caseor strategyand
did not specify how segregationmight be quantified and integrated into their theory. Instead, they focused on the feature
inhibition hypothesisbecauseof a piece of evidence that they
took to argueagainst multi-item grouping and for simultaneous
processingof multiple features.
This evidenceis referred to as the additivity affeatures effect.
A comparison of conjunctive.searchslopesindicates that each
feature makesadditive and independentcontributions to slopes.
As a result, the difference betweena color-orientation target

NEURAL THEORY OF ATTENTIVE VISUAL SEARCH
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Figzlre 24. Gaussiandistributions for match time M with one target and one distractor in the grouping
are greaterthan those with two targetsin the grouping.

searchslopeand a motion-orientation slopeis the sameas the
difference betweena color-size slope and a motion-size slope.
This result only arguesagainstmulti-item grouping, however,if
it is assumedthat eachcandidate grouping is evaluated on the
basisof a single feature. If searchproceededby separationof a
group of items from the scenethat sharesone feature,and then
separationof an item from that multi-item group is based on
the other target feature, additivity would be expected.

The additivity of feature effects observed by Treisman and
Sato (1990) can be simulated by the SOS model if parameter 8
is made into a function of feature dimension. In fact, their data
constrain the relative values of the sum (8 + M) for various
combinations of feature dimensions. It is not clear from the
data whether 8 or M is a function of the feature dimension. To
fit the data, either 8 or M could have been made a function of
feature dimension. If M weremade a function of feature dimen-
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Figure 25. The probability functions shown in Figure 24 can beintegrated to fit the Mordkoff, Yantis,and
Egeth (1990)data. (a) From "Detecting Conjunctions of Color and Form in Parallel" byJ. T. Mordkoff,S.
Yantis,and H. E. Egeth, 1990,PerceptionandPs~hophysics.5. p. 165. Copyright 1990 by the Psychonomic
Society,Inc. Adapted by permission. (b) Model simulation. CDF = Cumulative distribution function.
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Table 3

ComparisonofExperimentalData ofTreismanandSato(1990)on theAdditivity
ofFeaturesEffectandtheModelSimulation
Color
Feature
Size
Motion
Orientation

Actual

Size

Predicted

14.4

14.1

21.7
29.5

22.5
29.0

Actual

-

Motion

Predicted

-

21.4
27.5

20.6
28.0

Actual

36.4

Predicted

36.5

Note. Values representreactiontime divided by number of items, expressedin milliseconds..

sion, however,changesin the parameterchoices for the Mordkoff et al. (1990) simulation would haveto be made. Our simulations accordinglyusedthe following S(feature)values.The averageof S(color)and S(orientation) was chosento be 38 ms to
make this simulation consistentwith the previous simulations.
In addition, S(color) = 10 ms, S(orientation) = 66 ms, S(motion) = 40 ms,and S(size)= 6 ms.
ParameterR was not relevantto this experimentbecauseonly
slopesare compared. The previously defined values of match
time M = 30 ms were used.The averagesof values N (the number of candidate regions) for the Treisman and Sato (1990)experiment were computed as a function of the number of items
and weregeneratedfor sceneswith a scenesizeof 11.0. square,
an item size of .8. square,and an intermediate level of feature
saliency(C = 50%)and were as follows: N = I, for 4 items; N =
2.2, for 9 items; and N = 4.5, for 16items. As in Tables I and 2,
50 trials were averagedfor each number of items. The scene,
item size,and saliencysettingsare compatible.with Experiment
2 in Treismanand Sato (1990).
Table 3 compares the mean searchrates (the averageof 2
times the target-presentslope and the target-absentsl~) for
conjunctive targetsobtained by Treisman and Sato (1990) and
those predicted by the model. As shown, the model is an excellent predictor of the additivity of feature effects.This is a significant result considering that Treisman and Sato argued
against what they called the "segregationhypothesis" on the
basisof the additivity of featureseffect.Becauseof the potential
for recursivesearchin different dimensions in our theory,reaction times can showthe effectsof more than one dimension despite initial grouping on a singledimension.
The additivity of features effectscan thus be explained by a
model that operatesby grouping multiple items that are distinguished by a single target feature, such as color or, more generally, a single multiplexed feature combination, such as colordepth, on an FCS surface representation. The data that Treisman and Sato (1990) were forced to treat as special casescan
thereby be explained in a unified way. The model in a similar
mannerhandlesthe data of Egethet al. (1984),who found that
searchtimes for conjunctive targetswherein three items share
targetcolor are the sameregardlessof the number of distractors,
as well as the Triesman and Sato (1990) finding that easeof
segregationbya singlefeature dimensionand searchtimes were
well correlated.

Section12.Triple ConjunctiveSearch
Wolfe etat. (1989)reported searchdata for triple conjunctive
targets that shared only one feature with each distractor. The

slopes for size-color-orientation, triple conjunctive searches
were20%of theslopesfor color-orientation, simple conjunctive
searches.These data on the relative easeof triple conjunctive
searchesmay, at first glance, seemto challengethe hypothesis
that search is organized by item groupings that are distinguished by a single target feature. However,even in well-controlled experiments, such a searchwould predict faster triple
conjunctive search for several reasons. First, the use of three
versus two feature dimensions increases the likelihood that
items can be grouped on the basisof a singlefeature dimension.
Provided that any feature dimension could be used for initial
grouping and that the spatial distribution of featuresis not controlled, the odds that spatially grouping of certain features occurs is higher in triple conjunctive scenesthan in conjunctive
scenes.Second,the requirement that the targetsharesonly one
feature with any distractor means that in any display, at least
one targetfeature must be presentin lessthan half of the items.
Feweritems sharing one of the target featurestends to decrease
the number of groupings in that feature dimension.
Thesefactorsenable our model to account for the Wolfe et al.
(1989)data. As Table 3 shows,size-color searchslopesare less
than halfas steepas color-orientation searchslopes.Because
the triple conjunctive targetsshare only one feature, they could
be found by simple size-color searches.Moreover,asdiscussed,
the one sharedfeature restriction means that in any scenewith
an equitable feature distribution, each target feature will be
presentin only about one-third of the items. For example, in a
16-item,target-presentscene,the most equitable distribution of
target features among distractors yields a scene with 6 items
sharing eachtarget feature. Thus, on average,each target feature would be present in only two-thirds as many items as in
a simple conjunctive search. Therefore, simply accounting for
differencesin searchdifficulty and the fact that the model need,
at most, investigate all the items or item groupingsdefined by a
single feature, the triple conjunctive slopeswould be expected
to be one-third as steepasthe simple conjunctive slopes.
In addition, the visual system may not handle size independently of other features.Considerableevidencesuggeststhat the
visual cortex forms multiple boundary segmentations,each
corresponding to a different range of relative depths from the
observer(Grossberg,1994). Thesesegmentationsrealize a sizedisparity correlation that tends to, at least partially, enable
different segmentationsto preferentially processdifferent sizes.
This boundary selectivity is passedalong to multiple surface
representations,whose filling-in of surface brightness, color,
depth, and form is organized by the corresponding boundary
segmentation. For this reason, items of different size may be
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automatically separatedinto different boundary segmentations
and thus onto different surface representations,eachof which
implicitly representa size-color conjunction. This type of separation, which is tied to data about the neural representations
of visual percepts,provides an alternative to the unlikely possibility that a separatefeature map encodessize,and indeed every
searchablefeature, independentlyof all other features.
Triple conjunctive searchdata are perhapsthe strongestevidence for item selectionbased on the combined evidencefrom
multiple featural dimensions.We hypothesizethat suchdimensions are the ones that are multiplexed on separateboundary
and surface representations.In particular, spatially coincident
discontinuities in multiple featural dimensions could yield
more salient boundary segmentations.In this case,shorter segmentation and selectiontimes for targetsdistinguished by two
features would be expected. In fact, additive segmentation
effectsare indicated by recent work done by Rivestand Cavanagh (199I). They found that spatially coincident boundaries
in multiple featural dimensions cooperatedto define stronger
and sharpercontoursthanthOse defined by a single featural dimension. In a triple conjunctive search,two features may combine to speed object segmentationbecausethese featural dimensions representthe same boundary or surface. In natural
scenes in which environmental objects are typically distinguished from their backgrounds on the basisof severalfeatures,
this facilitation effectwould be advantageouswithout threatening the veridical perception of the objects.

Section13.Conclusion
Much of the psychophysicaldata about searchcan be explained and quantitatively simulated by using a neural theory
that suggestshow spatial maps in the parietal cortex and object
recognition categoriesin the inferotemporal cortex interact attentively with other brain regions to searchrepresentationsin
the visual cortex. These visual representationsare parsed into
multiple boundary segmentations and surface filling-in domains that enablethe organization of groupings that may contain multiple items.
Previously, neural network models have been developedto
analyze how the functional organization of eachof these brain
regions maygive rise to emergentproperties that match properties of behavioral data. Theseinclude models of 3-D boundary
segmentationand surface representationby striate and extrastriate visual cortex (Grossberg,1987b,1994;Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985, 1987, 1993;Grossberg& Rudd, 1992;Grossberg&
Todorovic, 1988); models of attentive category learning, priming, search;and recogQitioQby inf~rotemporal cortex, hippocampal formation, and pulvin.ar (Carpenter& Grossberg,1993;
Grossberg, 1987c); models of attentive spatial localization and
orientation by the parietal cortex and its projections (Carpenter
et aI., 1992; Greve, Grossberg, Guenther, & Bullock, 1993;
Grossberg, Guenther, Bullock, & Greve, 1993; Grossberg &
Kuperstein, 1989); and models of temporal storageand recall
of sequencesof events,such as targets,in working memory by
the frontal corteX (Boardman & Bullock, 1991; Bradski, Carpenter, & Grossberg, 1992). Unlike artificial neural network
models such as back propagation, these biological neural networks incorporate neurobiologically plausible mechanismsand
are capableof acting autonomously in real time.
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Although it is not yet possibleto synthesizeall of theseneural
models into a unified neural architecture that is capable of
searchinga scene,we have here presented a search algorithm
that incorporates many properties of these neural models. By
using a fixed setof parameters,we haveusedthis algorithm to
quantitatively simulate many fundamental searchdata. The algorithmic SOS model also makes testable predictions that are
currently under empirical investigation. Thus, whereasall the
neural mechanismsof thesecortical regionsare not yet known,
our model provides new constraints on how they need to work
togetherto explain properties of visual search.
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